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World-changing
Technology
GS E&C has been changing the world through endless challenges
and technology innovation.
GS E&C is now emerging as one of the global construction leaders by
combining modular technologies and preconstruction services
which is drawing attention as new trends in global construction,
advanced smart technologies, and eco-friendly technologies.

PreCon Service
Modular Construction
Smart Technology

World-changing
Technology
재계 TOP 5 위상 확보, 기업 선호도 1위,
고객과 사회로부터 가장 존경받는 기업 GS!

Modular
Construction
Advantages of
New innovation going beyond the limits of construction with newly
conceived eco-friendly, modular structures.

Modular Construction

GS E&C is soaring as one of fast-growing global modular construction market leaders. By adopting the fast-growing
modular (prefabricated) construction method and developing it as a future-oriented innovation project, GS E&C is helping to
lead global construction trend and address demands to improve productivity and efficiency of the construction market.

Safe Working Environments
and Accident Reduction
As most of the construction work proceeds at a factory and
on-site work is minimized, safe environments for high-risk
work are provided which reduces the risk of accidents.

Reduction of Construction
Periods and Quality Improvement
As the modular construction method enables construct of
a building by assembling structures in a shorter period of time
and mobilizing a smaller workforce compared to other methods,
it remarkably reduces manufacture and construction periods.
Besides, the method ensures construction quality remains
consistent as it protects against effects of external
environmental factors.

Innovative Reduction of
Pollution and Noise
80% of pollution caused by construction comes from construction
sites. As modular construction involves the practice of assembling
key structures at a factory, it can remarkably reduce the effects of
pollution and noise on nearby areas.

Improvement of Time &
Cost Predictability
The well-established manufacturing and assembling
process enables accurate prediction of project schedules and
related costs. Consequently, it guarantees actual cost and time
certainty as planned.

Reduction of Construction
Waste and Material Waste
Unlike old methods that usually waste more than 15% of
construction materials per project, the modular construction is
an eco-friendly method that remarkably reduces construction
waste and material waste.
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Projects

Global Modular Provider
GS E&C, one of modular housing companies in Europe and Asia,
is emerging as a global leader of the next generation modular market.
As a modular housing company in the global market including Europe such as Germany and the UK, and Asia,
GS E&C is emerging as one of new global companies by using strengths, technologies and networks of
its three subsidiary modular home providers that are inter-complementary in terms of their expertise and sales territories.
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Greenwich (23F, London) built by Elements Europe Ltd. (UK).
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Bath Pod (a modular toilet) made in Elements Europe Ltd.

Global Network
SUBSIDIARIES (Modular) Danwood S.A.(Poland)

Elements Europe Ltd.(United Kingdom)

GPC Corp.(Republic of Korea)
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Queensway Apley Telford TF1 6DA
https://elements-europe.com/
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Konstantego Ciołkowskiego 2, 15-245 Białystok
https://www.danwood.pl/

